Cause No. __________________________
In re: ___________________________________(child/children)

NON-PROFESSIONAL SUPERVISOR’S STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY
In order for supervised access to be safe and successful in enhancing the child’s relationship
with the visiting parent, the supervisor has to be fully informed of all the issues that led to the
required supervision.
Agreements
1. The Supervisor, ______________________________________________(hereinafter referred to as
“Supervisor”) agrees to serve as Supervisor for the access between
________________________________________________(hereinafter referred to as “Child(ren)”) and
_________________________________________(hereinafter referred to as the “Visiting Parent”).
2. The Supervisor understands that the Supervisor is approved to supervise and monitor the Visiting
Parent’s contact with the Child(ren) until further order of the court.
3. The Supervisor has been informed of the concerns that have led to supervision. The Supervisor
understands the negative impact these acts or omissions have or could have on the Child(ren). The
Supervisor understands the court is depending on the Supervisor to ensure that the Supervisor is
creating a safe environment for the access between the Child(ren) and the Visiting Parent.
4. The Supervisor understands that agreeing to supervise carries with it certain responsibilities and
risks.
5. The Supervisor understands that failure to report any rule violations as listed below will result in the
termination as supervisor.
6. The Supervisor has been fully informed of the expectations for supervision of visits between the
Child(ren) and the Visiting Parent and the Supervisor shall ensure that the Visiting Parent strictly
follows the rules outlined below.
7. The Supervisor understands that the Visiting Parent has been informed of these rules and the
expectation that the rules be consistently followed.
Rules for the visits between the Child(ren) and the Visiting Parent:
--There shall be no whispering, writing notes, or note-passing between the Child(ren) and the Visiting
Parent during a visit.
--Secrets between the Child(ren) and the Visiting Parent are not permitted.
-- Neither the Supervisor nor the Visiting Parent shall discuss:
- the current court proceedings
- custody, access schedule, child support or living arrangements other than plans for the next
scheduled visit
- the other parent or persons where the child resides
- activities, routines, or other events in the home where the child resides
- anything about either parent related to custody or access.
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--The Supervisor shall not allow the Child(ren) and the Visiting Parent to be alone together, outside of
the presence of the Supervisor, and shall remain within sight and hearing of the child and the Visiting
Parent at all times.
--There shall be no corporal punishment or other physical force used during the visit.
--There shall be no consumption of alcohol 12 hours prior or during the visit.
--The Visiting Parent shall not bring or otherwise direct any other person to be present at the visit
unless authorized by the Court or set forth below.
Other Rules:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Please check all that apply:
The Supervisor shall complete a brief summary of each visit in this case including information about
who was present at the visit, what activities occurred and any significant events that may have
happened.
The Supervisor understands that the Supervisor has a responsibility to report any violations of the
Rules, ‘accidental’ or otherwise, by the Visiting Parent.
The Supervisor has the right to cease supervision and shall notify the Visiting Parent and the belowlisted persons or entities of said decision.
The Supervisor shall not allow physical contact between the Visiting Parent and the child.
The Supervisor shall not allow improper physical contact between the Visiting Parent and the child
and shall not allow normally acceptable contact between the child and the Visiting Parent unless
initiated by the child.
The Supervisor shall forward reports or notices to the following persons or entities via email or regular
mail (circle one) within 72 hours of the visit:
Name

Preferred method of contact and address for same

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
The Supervisor has read this NON-PROFESSIONAL SUPERVISOR’S STATEMENT OF
RESPONSIBILITY and each item has been explained to the Supervisor completely. The
Supervisor fully understands each statement and agrees to comply with the requirements of
this statement.

______________________________________
Signature of Supervisor
Supervisor
Printed Name

____________________________
Date
Phone #

Address
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